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Abstract. We present an analysis of pO pO production 
by two photons in the popo invariant mass range 
from 1.2 to 2.0GeV. From a study of the angular 
correlations in the process 77-- ,p~176 - ~z + 7r- 
we exclude a dominant contribution from J P = 0 -  or 
2-  states. The data indicate sizeable contributions 
from J P = 0  + for four pion masses M ~ < I . T G e V  
and from J P = 2  + for M4~>I.TGeV. The data are 
also well described by a model with isotropic pro- 
duction and uncorrelated isotropic decay of the p~ 
The cross section stays high below the nominal 
popo threshold, i.e. M4~<I .5GeV.  The matrix ele- 
ment for pO pO production is found to decrease steep- 
ly with increasing M4~. Upper limits for the cou- 
plings of the 1(1440) and O(1640) to 77 and po oo are 
given: F(l-~77).BO~p~176 and F ( O ~ 7  ) 
�9 B(O~p~176 1.2keV (95 % c.1.). 

1. Introduction 

Two photon collisions observed at e+e - storage 
rings provide excellent means for a detailed explo- 
ration of hadronic systems with total angular mo- 
mentum J# : l ,  and even charge conjugation. This 
includes the study of resonances as well as non- 
resonant exclusive channels 1-1-4]. 

In a previous paper [-3] we reported on the first 
observation of the reaction 

y y__+pOpO~+ lr- lr + It-. (1) 

The cross section showed a large enhancement near 
threshold. This observation has been confirmed [4]. 

The behaviour of the cross section near threshold 
has led to various theoretical speculations [-5, 6], 
which in most cases explain the enhancement by the 
formation of a resonance decaying into pO pO. Some 
authors suggested that a new exotic state has been 
found which does not fit into the usual quark model 
scheme, such as a glueball or a four-quark state. 
One can test for resonance formation by analyzing 
the angular correlations in the rc + ~r-7c + ~-  final 
state. In this paper we present a detailed partial 
wave analysis of reaction (1). 

The data were taken with the TASSO detector at 
the e § e-  storage ring PETRA at beam energies of 
7GeV, l l G e V ,  and between 15 and 18.3GeV for a 
total integrated luminosity of 40,900nb -1. We in- 
vestigated the four pion mass region 
1 .2<M4~<2.0GeV extending the measured range of 
M4~ below the nominal po pO threshold. 

In Sect. 2 we describe the detector and the data 
selection. In Sect. 3 we present the Monte Carlo 
description of the processes leading to a four pion 

final state. Section 4 explains the fit procedure. In 
Sect. 5 the results of the spin-parity analysis are pre- 
sented and discussed. Finally, in Sect. 6 we discuss 
the cross sections. 

2. Detector and Data Selection 

At e + e-  storage rings reaction (1) is observed as a 
subprocess of 

e + e- --,e + e-  ~+ ~-  ~+ ~-.  (2) 

Detection of the scattered e + or e-  was not required 
in this analysis. The pions were observed in the 
central detector which is described elsewhere 1-7]. 

2.1. Triggers 

The data used in this analysis were taken with three 
different triggers, all based on the central propor- 
tional and drift chamber processors which find 
charged tracks with polar angles 0 (with respect to the 
beam direction) satisfying ]cos 01< 0.82 and with 
momenta, Pt, perpendicular to the beam axis exceed- 
ing a selectable minimum. This minimum was set to 
nominal values p~OM of 320 or 220 MeV/c for dif- 
ferent running periods. In the vicinity of pt N~ the 
efficiency of the processor t o  find a track is 
strongly dependent on Pt. For pNOM~ of 220MeV/c, 
e.g. this efficiency is 50% at 170MeV/c, 90% at the 
nominal value of 220MeV/c and reaches a constant 
value of about 95 % at 290 MeV/c. 

The three triggers were: 

(1) the "majori ty" trigger requiring 4 tracks 
found by the processor, 

(2) the "coplanarity" trigger requiring 2 pro- 
cessor tracks with associated signals in inner time- 
of-flight counters separated by more than 154 ~ , 

(3) the "cathode" trigger requiring two pro- 
cessor tracks and an event vertex within approxi- 
mately 15cm of the interaction point along the di- 
rection of the beams. The event vertex was found 
using the cathode information of the central pro- 
portional chamber with a measured efficiency of (96.5 
+0.5) Vo. 

The first half of the data (16,500nb -1) was taken 
with triggers 1 and 2 and a setting of the pro- 
cessor mostly to 320 MeV/c. For the second hal f  
(24,400nb -1) trigger 3 was added and the pro- 
cessor was set to 220MeV/c. This resulted in an 
increase of the acceptance for 4 prong events by 
almost a factor of 3 (to about 6% for isotropic 
pOpO production at M4~--1.6GeV ) and made the 
analysis, especially of the angular distributions, 
much less sensitive to trigger biases. 
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2.2. Data Selection looo 

After track reconstruction charged tracks were ac- 
cepted if they satisfied the following requirements: 7s0 

1. The track is reconstructed in three dimen- 

sions, 50o 
2. d o<5c m ,  where d o is the distance of closest 

approach to the origin in the plane perpendicular to 
the beam axis, 250 

3. p,>0.100GeV/c, where p, is the momentum 
transverse to the beam axis, ~ 0 

4. Icos 0l < 0.87. >~ 
o 

Candidate events for reaction (1) were selected ac- 
cording to the following criteria: 

1. They had to have exactly 2 positive and 2 / 

negative tracks. ~g 2s0 
2. The z coordinate of the event vertex had to be 

Lz~l < 5 cm (z = axis along the beam). 
3. In order to stay within the range of well mea- 

sured efficiencies we required for the run period with 
the additional trigger 3 at least 2 out of the 4 tracks 
to have pt>0.200GeV/c and Icos01<0.80. For the 
run period with triggers 1 and 2 only, all 4 tracks 
had to fulfill this requirement. 

The exclusive 7r+rt-~z+Tz - channel was sepa- 
rated from events with additional undetected par- 
ticles using the fact that in 
e + e - ~ e  + e-  77--+e+ e - X  the photons are emitted 
predominantly along the beam direction, giving the 200 
system X a low net momentum transverse to the 
beam axis. For  events with four charged tracks >. 

z 
Fig. l a  shows the distribution of I~,p,l  2, the square g 
of the net transverse momentum. The distribution 
peaks sharply at zero, indicating the presence of { ~00 
exclusive events, and is flat at higher I ~p , I  2. We 
selected exclusive events by requiring 
I~p, l<150MeV/c.  A background from events with E 
missing particles is expected to be flat near l~p,I z 
=0, as confirmed by the I~N 2 distribution for 
events with five charged particles detected (Fig. 1 b). An 12 
inspection of the event vertex distribution and the 
identification of protons showed that beam-gas scat- 
tering does not contaminate our data sample. From 
time-of-flight measurements we know that the num- 
ber of remaining charged kaons or protons in our 
sample is negligible. 

Assigning pion masses to all particles we obtain 
the 7c + ~-  rc + ~ -  mass distribution shown in Fig. 2. The 
momentum resolution of the tracks was o-p/p=0.017 

l / l ~  (p in GeV/c) giving a M4= mass resolution 
of approximately 25 MeV (r.m.s.) in the mass range 
of interest. The region 1.2 < M4= < 2.0 GeV contains 
1,722 events. The background from events with miss- 
ing particles is estimated by extrapolating the high- 

a) Events with 2 positive and 2 negative charged tracks 

1.2GeV..< M4T ~ ..< 2.0GeV 

0 0 2  0.04 0.06 

12 ~ 12[GeV2/c 2 ] 

. . . .  i . . . .  ~ . . . .  i , , , 

- b) Events with f ive charged trucks 
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0 . . . .  
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Fig. 1. a [~ptl 2, the square of the transverse momentum of the 
detected four particle system; b I~P,I 2 for events with five par- 
ticles detected 

I I I I I I I 

y y ~ 2 n : §  - 

-? 

I I I I I I I 

1.3 1.4 1.5 1.5 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0 

M4r ~ [GeV] 

Fig. 2. Invariant mass of the four pion events with 
t~p,l<150MeV 

I~p~12-tail in Fig. l a  under the peak to be approxi- 
mately 290 events (17 %_+4%). The contribution of 
one-photon events to this background was found by 
Monte Carlo simulation to be negligible. 

2.3. Evidence for po pO 

Figure 3 contains scatter plots of one ~+ rt- mass vs. 
the other (two entries per event) for different M ~  
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Fig. 3a-j. I) rc+n mass vs. ~z + ~r- mass for five different M4~ 
intervals (a, e, e, g, i). II) The same as I) for ~§ mass vs. 7r-n- 
mass (b, d, f, h, j) 

intervals. For M4~ larger than the pOpO threshold 
(Fig. 3g, i) one observes a strong enhancement in the 
pOpO mass region. This is not seen in the corre- 
sponding scatter plots of  the like sign mass com- 
binations (one entry per event) shown in Fig. 3h, j. 
Below the pOpO threshold the enhancement in the 
unlike sign mass combinations (Fig. 3 a, c, e) is shifted 
towards smaller masses because of the phase space 
limitations. 

3. Parametrization of the Differential 
Cross Section for 71' --*~r+ rr-rc + Ir ~ 

To determine the pOpO fraction in our 7r § ~-rc  + ~r- 
sample we fitted a sum of non-interfering contri- 
butions from pOpO, pO7c+7c- ' and four pion phase 
space to the data using a maximum likelihood meth- 
od. The probabilities used to define the l ikelihood 
function are proportional to the differential cross 
sections for the various contributions to the 
~z + ~z-~+ ~ -  final state. The parametrization of the 
differential cross sections is described in the follow- 
ing. 

The spin-parity of  the pOpO contribution was 
investigated using a formula for the differential cross 
section which includes the angular dependence of 
the production and decay of the p~ as expected 
from the spin-parity states J P = 0  +, 0 - ,  2 +, and 2 . 
For comparison we also considered a model in 
which production and decay of the p~ were isotro- 
pic and uncorrelated. 

The cross section o - ~ 4  ~ in reaction (1) is related 
to the observed number of events N as a function of 
the energy W~ of the 77-system by 

o) " Atvv., 0(3) 

where the symbol o) represents the variables of  the 
7 7-system other than W~, and ~ represents the vari- 
ables describing the ~z + rc-~+ re- system. ~ is the 
differential two-photon flux factor and A is the de- 
tection efficiency. The flux was calculated as in E8] 
and also contains pO pole form factors to account 
for the virtuality of the two photons. 

At fixed W~, d%~,,]d~ depends on a set of  
seven variables which we write symbolically as 3: 

_ _ [ / ~ 2  . 2 q 1 2  o 1 2  12  0 3 4  . 34~ 
4 - - \  t 2 , r t t 3 4 , o '  p , o ' g  ,q);,r , ~ , ~ g  )" 

The four pions are numbered rq+,%-,~3+, and ~2. 
Then m u denotes the invariant mass of  the two 
pions i and j, 0~ is the angle of  the ij system with 
respect to the Y7 axis in the 77 CM-system (for the 
event reconstruction a good approximation of the 
unknown 77 axis is the direction of the incoming 
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electrons), O~ and q~ are the polar and azimuthual 
angles of the pion i in the CM of system ij. Since 
the scattered electrons were not detected the overall 
azimuthal dependence of pOpO production (cpo ~2) has 
been integrated out. 

The seven-fold differential cross section can be 
written as 

do- 1 
I(g(0 g (W~r)l (4) d~ 16rc 2 W~ 2 W4(~ ) , 2 

where W~(0 is the four-pion phase space density and 
g(~).g'(W~) is the matrix element for a particular 
production mechanism; g(0 describes resonance 
production in the ~z + 7z- channel and angular cor- 
relations and g'(W~y) contains the W~ dependence of 
the matrix element. In the Monte Carlo simulation 
the four pions were generated according to phase 
space and weighted with the desired [g(~)l 2. In the 
likelihood fits, [g(~)[2 multiplied by the appropriate 
normalization factor is the probability for an event 
with the variables ~ to be produced via the given 
mechanism. The problem is thus reduced to a de- 
termination of the functions g(0 for the different 
contributions we wish to consider. 

3.1. Isotropic Production 
of p~ p~ p~ zc+ zc- andre+re zc+ rc 

In the case of isotropic pOpO production and un- 
correlated isotropic decay of the p~ g(0 contains 
only the appropriate pO Breit-Wigner functions�9 Be- 
cause the pions with the same charge are identical 
bosons the function must be symmetric in the two 
pOpO combinations that can be formed from 
~+ It-7z + 7r-. Thus, for isotropic pOpO production 
(i.e. isotropic production and isotropic and uncor- 
related pO decays) g(~) is 

g~(r = 1/1/2 (BW(m12) BW (m34) 

+ BW(mi4) BW(m32)) 

where the p0 Breit-Wigner amplitude BW and the 
width F o are given by [9] 

ro m/p* 
BW(m) 

rc(m 2 - m 2 -ira o F,) 

and 

(p,]3 2p,2 
r =ro XUool 
with 

1 2 2 # 1 m 2 ,~ 2 p * - ~ ] / m - 4 m ,  Po-~]/  p-4 ,% 

and 

mp = 776 MeV, Fp = 155 MeV [10]. 

Possible non-p~ ~ contributions were described by 
rc + 7r lr + rc- phase space and pO zr+ 7r- production 
for which the g's are: 

g4=(~) = 1 

and 

gp~(r = 1/2(BW(mz 2) + BW(m34) 

+ BW(m~ 4) + BW(m 3 2))" 

3.2. States with Specific Spin and Parity 

The matrix elements for pOpO production with de- 
finite spin-parity contain angular correlations be- 
tween the pions. In the following we define the ap- 
propriate function g(~) for the pOpO spin-parity 
states Je=0+,  0-, 2 +, 2-. 

The rotational properties of the amplitude ~ of 
the p0 p0 final state can be described by a sum of 
products of three spherical harmonics: 

@JP, Jz(r~ ] ~ JP, Jz y L z / . Q  1 2  1 2  
~.~]OC.{_aaL, Lz, S12,S34.*L ~ p  ,(tOp ) 

x z S 1 2 z  c~12 12~ ~ / ~ $ 3 4 / 0  3 4  3 4 x  
�9 * i  t % , c P ~ )  ~ t = , q ) = )  (5)  

where the sum is over L and Lz, the total orbital 
angular momentum of the pO pO system and its pro- 
jection on the z-axis, and S12 and $34, the z- 
projections of the p0 spins; S12 ($34) refer to the pO 
that decays into pions 1 and 2 (3 and 4). The overall 
dependence on cp la can be integrated out. y~z de- 
scribes the p~176176 angular distribution�9 
yslz and ys34 describe the decay distributions of 
the two p~ The p0 production angles and orbital 
angular momentum are defined in the 77 CM-sys- 
tern, with the z-axis along the 77 direction. The p0 
spin and decay angles are defined in the CM-system 
of each pO with the z-axis parallel to the z-axis of 
the 7 7 CM-system. 

The coefficients ~JP' Jz of (5) were derived by r Lz, S 1 2 , S 3 4  

examining the possible quantum numbers of the in- 
itial and final states, as follows. Both in the 7 7 and 
the p0 pO system, the possible values of the orbital 
angular momentum, L, are even for even parity and 
odd for odd parity states. Since, within our restricted 
energy range, higher angular momenta are not ex- 
pected to contribute, we used only L=O and 1 for 
the pOpO system. In the 7 7 system the restriction to 
almost real photons, which cannot have helicity O, 
requires a combination of L values. We used the two 
lowest allowed values in each case (either 0 and 2 or 
1 and 3), and obtained restrictions on the projec- 
tions Jz of the total angular momentum vector on 
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Table 1. The coefficients a Je''r" of (5) (not normalized) L, Lz,S12,S34 

0 + 0 2 + 2 + 2-  
L Lz  St2 $34 Jz=O J z = 2  Jz=O 

0 0 1 --1 1 1 
0 0 0 0 --1 2 
0 0 --1 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 1 
1 1 0 --1 1 1 
1 1 --1 0 --1 --1 
1 0 1 --1 --1 2 
1 0 ~-1 1 1 --2 
1 --1 0 1 1 1 
1 --1 1 0 --1 --1 

the 7y-axis- Only J~=0 is possible for J = 0  and ji, 
= 2 - .  For j e = 2 +  the intensity of the J~=2 com- 
ponent is six times larger than the J~ = 0 component. 
The resulting coefficients aJLe'~S~s~z,s34 are given in 
Table 1. They are evaluated in the photon helicity 
system, i.e. the 77 CM-system with the z-axis along 
the 7 direction. 

For the states of definite spin-parity the g({) are 
then 

gaP, J~,~, 1/]/2 [BW(ml 2) BW(m34) 
~llJP, Jz(,qtl2 ,q12 12 ~34 34~ 

+ BW(m14) BW(m32) 
~[idP, Jz(,~14 (~14 14 n32 32\n 

4. The Likelihood Function 

A maximum likelihood fit was performed to de- 
termine the contributions of the various production 
mechanisms to the observed rc + re- 7z + z -  signal. The 
likelihood function is defined by 

i = l j = l  

with the constraint ~ 2j= 1 
j = l  

where 2~ is the fractional contribution of the process 
j to the ~z + re-n + ~z- rate in a given M4~ bin (typi- 
cally 100MeV wide). The 2~ are the free parameters 
which are varied in the fit to maximize A. The 
product runs over the N events in the M4~ bin. The 
sum is over the n contributions considered in a 
given fit (up to 6). Pi(~i) is the probability for the 
detected event i with measured variables r to be 
produced via the mechanism j. The probability func- 
tion for each contribution is normalized so that the 
integral over the acceptance is 1. 

P ~ "  A(~,) da j(r ~ _A(r W4(r162 2 

J 
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where A(~) is the acceptance for an event with vari- 
ables ~. The integrals over the acceptance were cal- 
culated by a Monte Carlo program, which included 
all detector effects such as the trigger and recon- 
struction efficiencies, chamber resolutions, energy 
loss, multiple Coulomb scattering, nuclear interac- 
tion, etc. In combining different processes we ne- 
glected any interference. Note that only states with 
the same 77 helicity (Jz) and the same parity can 
interfere. The phase space density W~ is the same for 
all processes and can be factorized out of the sum in 
the definition of the likelihood function. In the ab- 
sence of smearing effects due to the finite resolution 
of 3, A(Q is independent of the process considered 
and was also factorized out. The maximization was 
performed on the logarithm of the likelihood func- 
tion with the constant terms dropped, and with a 
term - ~ ) ~ j  which imposes the constraint ~ 2 j = l .  
The resulting function is 

[ ] log A'--- log A(~) - ~ 2~. 
i=1 "= j = l  

The fitting procedure was tested extensively. Event 
samples with mixtures of the various processes were 
generated with the Monte Carlo program and fitted 
in the same manner as the data. Without any excep- 
tion we found that the fit reproduced the input 
mixture within the errors. This implies that the de- 
pendence of smearing effects on the particular pro- 
duction mechanism, as well as the approximation of 
the actual direction of the 7's by the beam direction, 
play a minor r61e in this procedure. 

5. Results of the Spin-Parity Analysis 

The maximum likelihood fits were performed in the 
range 1.2 <M4~ <2.0 GeV. At higher masses the re- 
striction to the lowest partial waves is probably no 
longer justified. 

The discussion of the fit results is organized as 
follows. To give a first impression of the spin-parity 
content of the data, we expand the angular cor- 
relations into orthogonal functions and compare the 
coefficients of this expansion obtained from the data 
with those obtained from the Monte Carlo simu- 
lations of different spin-parity states. Then we pres- 
ent the results of fits with a model where the pro- 
duction of pOpO, pOTz+rc and ~+Tz-Tz + n -  is de- 
scribed by phase space. These results are compared 
to a 6-parameter fit where the lowest po pojv  states 
replace the isotropic pO pO production. We then pro- 
ceed to discuss the significance of the fits and derive 
conclusions from the fits to the JP states. 
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Fig. 4a-q. Moments of the orthogonal functions defined in (6) of the text. No acceptance corrections have been applied to the data 
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5.1. Expansion of the Angular Correlations 
Into Orthogonal Functions 

In a first approach to investigate the spin-parity 
contributions we expanded the angular correlations 
derived from equation (5) into orthogonal functions 
and compared the coefficients (moments) of the ex- 
pansion obtained for the data with those of the 
Monte Carlo simulation. This expansion has the 
advantage of including correlations which cannot be 
seen in one-dimensional distributions. Note, howev- 
er, that the expansion does not include correlations 
between ~rc masses and angles. The orthogonal 
functions have the form 

1 - - 3  ~,#,2a,lza. Ab,#b(~) 2 ( ]  ~ ) ReCY~(Op+, % . )  

x [WCO+o, q~+.) WCO+b, ~o+b) 

+ v?."(O~b, ~0~ b) W ( ~ o ,  ~0~.)]} (6) 

where 

2 = 0 , 2  . . . .  , 2 a a n d 2 b = 0 , 2  

]#al<Ra and ]#bl<=2b 
# + # a + # b = 0  and #a>#b. 

We used the 16 functions with 2<2,  correspond- 
ing to our restriction to the orbital angular mo- 
menta L = 0 and 1. The comparison was made using 
events which have at least one of the two possible 
rc + rE- -z~ + ~ -  combinations with both z~ + zc- 
masses within 150MeV of the po mass; for 
1 .5<M4~<2.0GeV ,p0 mass' means the nominal 
mass; below 1.5 GeV this value is shifted linearly by 
50MeV for every 100MeV in M4~. (Throughout this 
paper we refer to this definition as the p band). If an 
event has two pOpO combinations both enter into 
the determination of the moments. 

In Fig. 4 the moments are plotted as a function 
of Mr No acceptance corrections have been ap- 
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plied to the data. The moment with all indices zero 
(Fig. 4a) is unnormalized and "gives the number of 
entries per bin (up to two entries per event). All 
other moments are normalized to this moment. The 
data are compared with the Monte Carlo calcu- 
lation for isotropic pOpO (open squares). The mo- 
ments for particular spin-parity states are only 
shown if the Monte Carlo simulation exhibits a sig- 
nificant difference from the isotropic case. Due to 
the limited angular acceptance the predictions for j r  
= 0  +, 2 + generally differ only little from the isotro- 
pic case. Exceptions are for J r=0 - -  the moments 

( f 0 0 2 1 2 - 1 ) ,  ( foo222-2) ,  shown in Fig. 4g, i, where 
the last one shows the clearest difference from the 
isotropic case. For 2 + slight deviations from the 
isotropic case are seen for M,~ > 1.7 GeV in the mo- 
ments ( f o 0 2 0 o 0 )  and < f 0 0 2 0 2 0 )  (Fig. 4c, e). The 
negative parity states J r = 0 -  and 2- show clear 
deviations from the isotropic case in several mo- 
ments. 

Table 2a, Results of the 3-parameter fit. Percentage of observed 
events attributed to each contribution 

Wy7[GeV] p~176 p~ ~z- 7r + ~-  =+ n -  logA' 

1.2-1.3 110• - 3 7 •  27• 767.2 
1.3-1.4 53• 11• 36.+12 1,437.4 
1.4-1.5 86• 8 - 2 3 •  36• 8 1,996.2 
1.5-1.6 62• 9 13• 25• 6 1,839.5 
1.6-1.7 65• 11__+12 24• 7 1,725.4 
1.7-1.8 49• 14+13 37• 8 1,247.0 
1.8-1.9 30• 38• 31• 8 859.1 
1.9-2.0 19• 25• 56• 822.9 

Table 2b. Results of the 2-parameter fit. Percentage of observed 
events attributed to each contribution 

W~7 [GeV] pO pOiso p~  n -  n § n -  n + n logA' 

1.2-1.3 89 • 11 • 17 766.3 
1.3-1.4 59 • 12 41 • 12 1,437.2 
1.4-1.5 75• 8 25+__ 8 1,993.8 
1.5-1.6 70.+ 9 30• 6 1,838.8 
1.6-1.7 71 • 10 - 29 • 7 1,725.0 

The isotropic model fits the data well except for 
a slight discrepancy seen in Fig. 4c, e for 
M4~>I .7GeV.  For the moment where the 0 + and 
isotropic predictions differ most (Fig. 4i) the data 
below 1.7GeV have the tendency to lie between the 
two. The 2 + prediction, which as noted before is 
very similar to that for isotropy, agrees well with the 
data, even for M4~>I .7GeV , where the isotropic 
model does not fit as well. The 0-  and 2- pre- 
dictions fail to describe the data in all moments 
where 0 and 2-  differ from the isotropic case. Thus 
the pOpO signal is not dominated by 0-  or 2-  states. 

5.2. Likelihood Fit with 
Isotropic pO pO Production 

In order to exploit the full information on the 
angular and mass distributions with all correlations 
we carried out maximum likelihood fits as described 
in Sect. 4. The results of such fits to contributions 
from pOpO, pOTz+ re- and, zc + re- rc + =- ,  where pure 
phase space production is assumed for all three con- 
tributions are given in Table 2a. For  each M4~ bin 
the fractions of events assigned by the fit to each of 
the processes are listed. 

In the five M4~ bins from 1.2 to 1.7GeV the 
fractions assigned to po=+ =-  are consistent with 
being zero. Therefore the fit was repeated in this 
region with the p0 7c+ ~t- fraction set to zero. These 
results are given in Table 2b. Comparing the values 
obtained for the likelihood function we conclude 
that a p~ re- contribution is not required by the 
data below 1.7 GeV. We will refer to this fit as the 
'3-parameter fit' although up to M4~=I .7GeV 
pO ~z+ ~-  is not included. 

The fractions found for 4-pion phase space are 
about 30~o. From an analysis of the I~p,I 2 distribu- 
tion (Fig. 1) we determined a background from four 
pion events with missing particles of about 17 ~ in 
all M4~ bins except for the lowest one where it goes 
up to about 25~o. By varying the cut in ]}',Pt[ we 
found that in the fits the background does not con- 
tribute to the fitted pOpO fraction, except in the 

Table 2e. Results of the 6-parameter fit. Percentage of observed events attributed to each contribution 

WyT[GeV] pOpO_lj+ pOpO_ O- pOpO_2+ p0p0_ 2- pOTz+gz ~+Tz-gz+x - logA' 

1.2-1.3 31.+12 -7_+6 22___17 16• 27• 11• 764.1 
1.3-1.4 29.+ 9 7 •  -2 .+12  Oh- 6 39+_16 28• 1,438.6 
1.4-1.5 47.+ 7 8 •  6.+10 5.+ 5 11• 22.+ 7 2,000.0 
1.5-1.6 23.+ 7 5.+4 7_+10 5 _  5 42-+11 18• 6 t,832.2 
1.6-1.7 26.+ 8 - 2 •  15.+12 14.+ 5 27+_12 20.+ 6 1,726.t 
1.7-1.8 -2 .+  8 - 2 + 4  52• 9 -1_+ 6 18• 36-+ 6 1,250.5 
1.8-1.9 19• - 5 + 4  22• 3-+ 6 28• 32-+ 8 863.7 
1.9-2.0 13• 4_+4 24.+12 2•  5 - 2•  59• 828.8 
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Fig. 5. a = + ~ -  mass distribution for 1 . 2 < M 4 ~ < I . 3 G e V .  A 

~+zc  combination enters the plot if the other combination is 
within the p-band (see text). Data are compared to a Monte 
Carlo simulation of pOpO and pO~+ 7z-. b The same as a) for 
1 . 4 < M 4 ~  < 1.5 G e V  

lowest M4~ bin where a correction of 13 % had to be 
applied. 

As is seen from Tables 2a and b, the pO po yields 
are high for M4~ even below the nominal papa 
threshold. This is in accordance with the distri- 
butions in Fig. 3a, c,e showing that the papa signal 
is indeed visible below the nominal p0 pO threshold. 
The behaviour of both the rc + ~z- vs. rc + 7z- and the 
rc + rc + vs. ~ rc distributions is well reproduced by 
the Monte Carlo simulation. 

We checked that even in the lowest M4" bins a 
distinction between pO po and po re+ re- production is 

possible. In Fig. 5a the rE + re- masses of events with 
1 . 2 < M 4 ~ < I . 3 G e V  are plotted if the other rc+~z - 
combination is in the p band as defined above. In 
the same plot the corresponding distribution for 
pO ~+ re- and for po p0 as obtained from the Monte 
Carlo simulation is compared with the data. The 
peaking of the data towards the po mass matches 
the Monte Carlo distribution for papa but not for 
po~+ re-. For larger M4" (Fig. 5b) the effect is even 
more pronounced. 

To demonstrate the quality of the fit we compare 
in Figs. 6 and 7 for the mass range 
1 . 4 < M 4 ~ < I . 6 G e V  the mass and angular distri- 
butions of our data with those from Monte Carlo 
simulations. The Monte Carlo distributions include 
the effect of the acceptance. For the angular distri- 
butions those events were considered which had 
both ~r + ~ -  masses in the po band (as defined above) 
for at least one ~+ ~z- -Tr + ~ -  combination. If both 
zc + ~r- - ~ +  ~z- combinations are within this cut, they 
both appear in the plots. The polar angle Op of the 
pO production axis (Fig. 7a) is defined in the 7 7 CM 
system with the z-axis along the ?v-axis. For the 
Figs. 7b and c, the angles 0~ and (p~ describing the 
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po decay are taken in the pO helicity frames, which 
are the pO rest systems with the positive z-axis in the 
direction of flight of one of the p~ 0~ is the polar 
angle of the rc + from a pO (Fig. 7b). A~0 =q)~,-~0~b is 
the angle between the decay planes of the 2p~ 
(denoted as a and b) (Fig. 7c). ,gab is the opening 
angle between the two 7z + directions, each defined in 
its respective p0 CM frame (Fig. 7d). The solid 
curves in Figs. 6 and 7 show the result of the 3-param- 
eter fit, i.e. with isotropic papa. They describe the 
data well. 
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5.3. Fits to Different Spin Parity States 

For the analysis of the spin parity content of the 
p0 pO channel a fit was made allowing for 6 contri- 
butions: the four pOpO partial waves with j e = 0  +, 
0-,  2 + , and 2- together with p~ and 
rc + =-=+  n- .  The results of this 6-parameter fit are 
given in Table 2c. 

An important result of the fit is that the contri- 
butions of the negative parity states 0- and 2- are 
small (with a possible exception around 1.4GeV). 
This is in agreement with the moment analysis dis- 
cussed above. It also agrees with the angular distri- 
butions shown in Fig. 7. In these plots the j e=o-  
and 2 states are predicted to show distinct features 
which are not observed in the data. The most strik- 
ing discrepancies are found for the correlations A~0 
and COS S, b. Thus, the dominance of negative parity 

s ta tes  suggested by several authors [5] to explain 
the large pO pO cross section at low M4~ is excluded. 

The results on the positive parity states can be 
summarized as follows: For low M ~  masses, 
M4.<I .7GeV,  the fitted p0pO contribution has 
dominantly j e = 0  + while the 2 + fraction is small. At 
higher masses the 2 + contribution appears to be- 
come dominant. These conclusions are in agreement 
with the moment analysis which indicates a notic- 
able 0 § contribution in Fig. 4i and the presence of 
2 § above M4~=I .7GeV in Fig. 4c, e. Remember, 
however, that in the moments the positive parity 
contributions are less distinct from the isotropic case 
than the negative parity states (see above). Of 
course, the likelihood analysis is superior since it takes 
into account all correlations between the final state 
particles, in particular those arising from the sym- 
metrization. 

5.4. Comparison of the Fits 

The fit with isotropic pOpO production, which has 
two (three) free parameters for M4~<I .7GeV 
(> 1.7 GeV), gives as good a description of the data 
as the fit with different Je states (6 free parameters). 
It is conceivable that the choice of partial waves 
considered in the latter fit is too restrictive and that 
additional p0 pO contributions are included by the fit 
in the isotropic pOpO contribution*. For low M4~ 
masses, M~.<I .7GeV,  the total pOpO fraction ob- 
tained by the 6-parameter fit is systematically lower 
than in the isotropic case; the difference is particu- 
larly large for 1.3 < M4~ < 1.4 GeV and 

* Under  the assumption that the two initial state photons are 
real the total J= and therefore the J~ values of the final state p~ 
are restricted; as a result an  isotropic configuration seems to be 
impossible to construct by summing different states 

Table 3. Z 2 per degree of freedom (no) for 7r + = -  and =-+ =-+ mass 
distributions and for the 16 moments.  Data  are compared to the 
3 and 6-parameter fits (n o is the number  of bins minus 1 for the 
overall normalisation; n D is the same for the 3 and 6-parameter 
fits.). 

W77[GeV]  Mass distributions Moments  

)~2/I'ID gl D z2 /no,  n o = 15 

3 param 6 param 3 param 6 param 

1.2-1.3 1.77 2.53 23 0.62 0.77 
1.3-1.4 1.74 1.72 27 1.45 1.21 
1.4-1.5 1.25 1.25 31 1.07 0.49 
1.5-1.6 1.11 1.53 35 1.02 1.15 
1.6-1.7 0.71 0.85 40 0.99 0.85 
1.7-1.8 1.13 1.20 43 1.33 1.48 
1.8-1.9 1.09 1.18 46 4.25 2.49 
1.9-2.0 0.83 0.84 51 0.69 0.50 

1.5<M4~<I.6GeV. The size of the difference in- 
dicates the uncertainty in extracting the p0 p0 contri- 
bution. 

5.5. One-Dimensional Distributions 

We proceed to show that both the 3 and the 6- 
parameter fit give a good description of the data. 
The value of the likelihood function alone represents 
no absolute measure of the quality of the fit. There- 
fore we compare the Monte Carlo simulation of the 
fit with the data in one-dimensional mass and 
angular distributions. In Table 3 we list the X 2 per 
degree of freedom for the =+re one-dimensional 
mass distributions and the 16 moments separately 
for the 3 and 6-parameter fits. Examples for mass 
and angular distributions are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. 
Both, the figures and the 22 values indicate good 
agreement with the data. Exceptions are to some 
extent the mass distributions in the lowest two bins 
and especially the moment in the bin from 1.8 to 
1.9 GeV, where both the 3 and the 6-parameter fits 
fail. 

6. Determination of Cross Sections 

In order to calculate cross sections a Monte Carlo 
integration of (3) was performed for each of the 
production mechanisms separately. For a cross sec- 
tion of 1 nb and a two-photon flux corresponding to 
the measured integrated luminosity, the expected 
numbers of detected events per M4~ bin of 25 MeV 
are shown in Fig. 8. These curves were used to ob- 
tain cross sections for po p0 production in the region 
1.2 < M4n < 2.0 GeV from the results of the 3-param- 
eter (Table 4a) and 6-parameter fits (Table 4b). The 
cross sections resulting from the fit to isotropic 
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T a b l e  4a. Results of the 3(2)-parameter fit. Cross sections in 
nanobarn 

Wy 7 [OeV] pO pO_iso Wy y [GeV] pO pO_is o 

1.2-1.3 95 • 25 1.6-1.7 120 4-13 
1.3-1.4 96___15 1.7-1.8 73+-16 
1.4-1.5 139 -+ 10 1.8-1.9 40 • 15 
1.5-1.6 117 -+ 11 1.9-2.0 28 +_ 15 

T a b l e  4b. Results of the 6-parameter fit. Cross sections in nano- 
barn 

Wyy[GeV ] p~176 p~ O- p0p0-2+ p~ 2- 

1.2-1.3 31__+12 - 8+8 18+-14 t6__+11 
1.3-1.4 38__+11 12_+9 - 2_+13 0_+ 8 
1.4-1.5 71__+11 17-+9 7_+12 8+ 7 
1.5-1.6 32+-10 9-+7 8-+11 7+ 7 
1.6-1.7 35-+11 - 4-+7 17__+13 19_+ 7 
1.7-1.8 - 3__+10 - 3+-6 51-+ 9 - I-+ 6 
1.8-1.9 21-+12 - 6+5 20_+13 3_+ 6 
1.9-2.0 16_+13 6_+7 25_+13 3__+ 6 

P~176176 a n d ~ + z - n + r c  are shown in Fig. 9. 
To obta in  the pOpO cross section from the 6-parame- 

ter fit the pOpO cont r ibut ions  from the four different 
JP states were summed  (Fig. 10). The errors given in 
the figures are those ob ta ined  from the fit; no sys- 
tematic  errors are included. 

6.1. Systematic Errors 

The systematic uncer ta in ty  in de te rmin ing  cross sec- 
t ions is substantial ,  as can be seen from a compari-  
son of the cross section results from the 3 and  the 6- 
parameter  fits. The difference in the results has two 
sources: 

- the two fits assign different fractions of events to 
pOpO product ion,  

- the acceptances for different JP states and  isotrop- 
ic pO pO are considerably different (see Fig. 8). 

The differences in the fit results may be caused by 
the following reasons:  

- the special choice of the ansatz for the differential 
cross sections, 

- the parametr i sa t ion  of the pO resonance,  

- cont r ibu t ions  from higher partial  waves not  in- 
cluded in the fits, 

- cont r ibu t ions  from processes not  considered in the 
analysis. 

We are not  able to resolve these uncer ta int ies  within 
this analysis. 
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Fig. 11. Square of the matrix element obtained from Fig. 9 as 
described in the text 

Compared to the uncertainties in the fit results 
the systematic error in the calculation of the de- 
tector acceptances for a given four pion production 
mechanism is small, 12% above M4.=I .5GeV 
rising to about 25 % for the lowest mass bin. 

6.2. Discussion of the Cross Sections 

Within the systematic errors the cross sections pre- 
sented in Fig. 9, determined for isotropic p0 pO pro- 
duction, and in Fig. 10, determined by summing the 
pO pO contributions from the individual JP states, are 
consistent with our published result [3] which was 
given for W~>I.5GeV (W~.e=M4~). The cross sec- 
tion is large at the nominal p0 pO threshold and even 
below. 

The fact that the cross section is large below the 
nominal pOpO threshold is surprising because the 
available phase space decreases drastically. That 
means that the matrix element responsible for pOpO 
production has a strong dependence on W~. In 
Fig. 11 we plot the average W~ dependence of the 

, 2 " w e  matrix element squared Ig(W~)[ , which deter- 
mined by dividing the measured cross section of 
Fig. 9 by a cross section obtained by integrating the 
differential cross section in (4) over the final state 
variables ~ setting g'(Vg~)= 1. The matrix element is 
found to fall ~I /W~ with n=11.4_+0.6. Despite the 
large discrepancies in the cross sections, the matrix 
element obtained from Fig. 10 has a similar W~ 
dependence (n = 11.3 __ 0.8). 

The behaviour of the matrix element may sug- 
gest the presence of the Je=2+ resonance f(1 270). 
Taking the cross section evaluated with the ef- 
ficiency for J e=  2 + (Table 4b) and the measured 7 Y- 
width of the f(1 270) [2] a width of 

F(f~p~176 would be required, which is 
incompatible with the measured value 
F(f--.Tc + re- n + n-)=(5.0__0.8)MeV [10]. Contri- 
butions from other known resonances have been 
estimated to be even smaller E5]. For example, we 
find that the cross section for 77 production of the 
scalar meson e(1 300) and its subsequent decay into 
pOpO is less than about 5nb. For this estimate, we 
used the vector meson dominance model, the upper 
limit on the coupling of the s(1 300) to 7 Y times the 
branching ratio into n + 7c-, F ( e ~ J . B ( e ~  + n-) 
< 1.5 keV (for 1,300 MeV < M~ < 1,500 MeV) [2] and the 
assumption that the e couples dominantly to nn. 

It has been pointed out [11] that the glueball 
candidate state z(1 440) [12], with M=1,440 
_10MeV, F=55 _20MeV and j e = 0 - ,  could have 
a relatively large branching ratio to both 77 and 
pOpO. In fact, the largest 0- contribution in 
Table4b is in the region of the ~(1 440). We de- 
termined an upper limit for the product: 

FO~yj.B(t~p~176 (95 % c.1.). 

Of similar interest is the newly found state O(1 640) 
[13] for which we find as an upper limit: 

F(O~Tj.B(O~p~176 (95 % c.l.). 

7. Summary 

From a detailed analysis of the angular correlations 
in the n +n -  n + n- final state at masses 
1.2 < M4~ < 2.0 GeV we exclude a dominant contri- 
bution from the negative parity states J e = 0 -  and 
2- to the reaction 7 7~P ~ pO. The data indicate size- 
able contributions from JP=0-  for M4~<I.7GeV 
and from J r=2+  for M4~>I.7GeV. The data are 
also well described by a model with isotropic pro- 
duction and uncorrelated isotropic decay of the p~ 
We have determined cross sections for 7 ? ~ p ~  ~ in 
the range 1.2 <M4~ < 2.0 GeV. We find that the pre- 
viously observed enhancement around the nominal 
pO pO threshold extends down to M,~= 1.2GeV. The 
corresponding matrix element for pOpO production 
is steeply decreasing with energy. We determine up- 
per limits for products of radiative width and 
branching ratio to pOpO for the states t(1 440) and 
O(1 640), FO-+?j.B(t~p~176 and 
C(O--*7 7)" B(O ~pOpO) < 1.2 keV. 
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